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Two Branches of the Ethics Family Tree
Edward Lawry named Visiting Ethics Fellow
worked with the Center
he Lawry brothers could be the poster
for Professional Ethics.
children for parents raising their chil
In October of 1995 the
dren right. The brothers have dedicated
their lives to the teaching of both practical andCPE received a $200,000
grant from the 1525
professional ethics at their respective universi
Foundation to fund a
ties. They have lectured on, wrote about and
two-year Ethics Institute.
taught ethics for upwards of twenty years, and
The
project was designed
now have the chance to work side by side
to
assist
faculty at CWRU
Edward Lawry
again.
to prepare, expand and
deepen the ethics and ethics-related courses of
The Center for Professional Ethics is proud
fered at the University. An intensive month
to announce that Professor Edward Lawry,
long program was offered to sixteen profes
brother of Director Robert Lawry, has been
sors in June of 1996, and to twelve profes
named a Visiting Ethics Fellow for Fall 2000.
sors in June of 1997. Ed Lawry was on the
What brings him to the Center is a request by
teaching staff of this project for both years,
his brother to help continue the Center’s on
and educated some of the 28 “Ethics Fellows”
going mission of bringing ethics more fully
(from 23 separate departments within CWRU)
into the undergraduate curriculum. As well,
about
how to better teach ethics in their re
Ed Lawry will be working on a book which
spective fields of study. He remains enamored
focuses on Nietzsche’s idea of virtue. “My pri
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writing on my own,” says Ed Lawry. “How
ever, in writing this book, my ideas will over
lap with the Center’s ideas.”
Edward Lawry, like his brother, received his
undergraduate degree from Fordam Univer
sity. He went on to receive his MA in English
from the University of Pittsburgh and his
Ph.D. in Philosophy from the University of
Texas. After he received his Ph.D., he took a
job at Oklahoma State University (OSU) and
has been teaching there ever since.

“This was an exceptionally important activity
which should stretch across the whole of
our educational system,” he says of the
program. “As higher education has operated
in our institutions, especially for the last fifty
years or so, it has become increasing diverse,
isolated, technical and specialized, and we
are in danger of losing this fairly long
tradition of thinking that education and
knowledge requires a certain kind of
unification of knowledge.”

This is not the first time Edward Lawry has

He believes that without programs to teach
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both professors and students ethics, we could lose
what the university educadon tradition has been all
about for hundreds of years. He reminds us that even
though students are still required to take a wide
variety of courses, it is increasingly harder for
students to understand why they have to take classes
that don’t pertain to their major. Even more distress
ing is that usually the professors cannot explain the
importance of diversity of knowledge. Members of
faculties remember that diversity of knowledge from
their undergraduate days, but tend to drift away from
this once they start to specialize.
“The effort to think of ethics across the curriculum is
a major way to recall everybody to those ideas,” he
says. “Most of the CWRU faculty were in touch with
this idea of ethics in their undergraduate curriculum.
The activity was very inspiring since the faculty that
participated were from various colleges and depart
ments. They were enthusiastic and took the program
seriously. Seeing people like that makes you think that
a project like this can work.”
At OSU, like many universities, a number of faculty
teach courses that emphasize professional ethics.
However, this is not enough for Edward Lawry. He,
along with others, have been kicking around plans for
an OSU Center for Professional Ethics for the last
two years. “Our Center will be more of an outreach
activity than it is an educational activity. Our Center
would try its best to bring the expertise of the faculty
in philosophy to bear on practical problems in the
world,” he explains.
Professor Lawry says that OSU, as a land grant
institution, has a special obligation to assist the state.
In light of this, their Center “would take the knowl
edge and research produced at the university and
bring it into the public’s hands.”
“Our mission,” he continues, “is three fold: research,
teaching, and extension of public service.”
In fact, the students and professors have already
begun reaching out to the community by sending
people out to various organizations. “The school sent
some people out to the Forestry Services in Okla
homa to teach a workshop in affirmative action.
Some issues were arising internal to the operation and

this gave the philosophers a chance to go down and
help to clarify some of the issues surrounding affir
mative action.”
Another example of this outreach occurred when
some of the graduate students in philosophy went to
a community organization who were running leader
ship programs for women in the high schools. “This
program helped young women look to the future, to
what kinds of professions they might pursue, or what
sorts of ideas they should be thinking about. The
graduate students went to the organization and helped
them form ideas about women in the workplace as
well as educating the group on feminist issues.”
Ed Lawry will begin his own outreach to the Ethics
Fellows and Law School Faculty beginning Tuesday,
September 12. He has volunteered to lead a brown
bag lunch discussion of the important work of
Friedrich Nietzsche, Beyond Good and Evil, from noon
to 12:50 p.m. each Tuesday until November 28, 2000.
The discussion will take place at the CWRU School
of Law, Room A67.
When asked if he, as a philosopher, and his brother, as
a lawyer, approach the idea of ethics in the same way,
he says, “We think alike when it comes to the “good”
thing to do, but perhaps, because of our different back
grounds and training, there are some differences in our
approaches. I tend to want always to be thinking about
concepts and to try to get the meanings down. Bob
seems to dive right into cases and moves from there.
But in reality, these are just two sides of the same coin.”
Mom and Dad should be proud.

Ethical Responsibilities in Higher Education:
Experiential Learning as a Model for Reform
This is an excerptfrom a paper which was given hj Professor Beth
McGee at at the Sixth National Communication Ethics Confer
ence GullEake, MichiganMay 12, 2000. She is a 1996 CWPJJ
Ethics Fellow.

hat ethical responsibilities do university professors
have toward the long-term education of their
students? How does the university system
support or detract them from this mission? How do
professors conduct their classes to adhere to this mission?
What model does the university community have of effective
learning? These seem obvious questions for an institution
in the business of education, but they are often buried in the
university’s daily blend of teaching, research and creative
work, writing, student advising, committee meetings and
administrative duties.
One of the great conundrums within the traditional
educational system is its need to have a quantifiable measure
ment for what constitutes noteworthy scholarship. This
need for quantifiable evaluation methodology creates a
university environment in which professors are hired to
complete the educational mission of the university through
teaching, but the criteria for hiring, tenure, and promotion
are based upon research and writing activity, rather than
certification for teaching, or teaching experience. This creates a
situation where students and parents have an assumption of
an implicit contract with the university for an “education” in
exchange for tuition dollars and students’ classroom labor,
while the faculty is working under the assumption that its
contract with the university is to produce quantifiable research
and writing activity as the appropriate scholarly criteria for
hiring, tenure and promotion. Within this context, profes
sors who take their teaching responsibilities seriously are
confronted with an institutional reality in which the class
room labor that fulfills the university’s implicit contract with
its students is not compensated by the administration in the
same manner that research and scholarly activity is rewarded.
Unfortunately, the result of this situation is that students
often go begging for services they believe they’ve been
promised through their tuition dollars, ultimately creating a
schism between the students’ expectations of their educa
tional career and the reality of their experiences.
What “services” does the university promise the student? At
its most fundamental level, it promises an “education.”
Here lies another problem in the education of today’s
students: the conflicting ideals behind what constitutes an
“education.” Today’s university understands that an
undergraduate education is a potent mixture of classroom
studies, extra-curricular activities, and psychological develop
ment through co-mingling with new ideas and diverse
peoples. More basic are the questions of the goals of an
undergraduate education; should they be a distillation of the
world’s knowledge, the practice of good citi2enship, voca
tional training for a life of work, or leadership training in the
skills of socio-political critique?

With this question, the university is stuck in the contrasts
between nineteenth century educational ideals and late
twentieth century economic and political realities. Most
university teaching is still based on nineteenth century ideas
and teaching methods; the concept of the professor as
authority sharing knowledge with the students, who are
expected to dutifully learn what is passed on to them.
It becomes problematic to conduct a university class based
on American nineteenth century ideals at the dawn of the
twenty-first century. The economic changes of this past
century have transformed the American family structure,
which, in turn, has changed society’s view of the mission of
schooling. We now have a generation of students who
interpret educational ideals to include and imply vocational
training. Gone are the opportunities for apprenticeships and
entry level positions for those with only a high school
diploma. Today, if one wants to compete for the American
Dream, one must go to college. This creates a situation
where students shoulder tens of thousands of dollars of
debt because American economic standards demand an
educated workforce, producing an expectation among
students that as a return for that investment, the university is
obligated to open doors into a vocation that offers them a
competitive edge in the workforce, coinciding with a salary
that enables them to make payments on their student loans.
The nineteenth century ideal of “passing on the wisdom of
the ages” now has to contend with the late twentieth century
“information explosion.” Along with technological advances
at lightening speed, there is an ever-increasing necessity for
people that have grown up in homogeneous communities
to learn how to communicate and understand peoples and
cultures vastly different than their own. The necessary
amount of basic information a modern student needs to
comprehend, coupled with the latest technological skills, plus
diversity and communication training, far outweighs the
information that could be taught a youngster in six-to-eight
years a hundred years ago. Late twentieth century reformers
calling for nineteenth century “back to basics” don’t under
stand that there’s no turning “back” from the host of
information that has now become “basic.”
How can the university promise a scholarly environment, but
keep a focus on its mission of education? Until new models
of evaluation are developed, it seems unlikely that the
quantitative focus of the criteria for hiring, tenure, and
promotion wiU stray from its current weight on research
activity over teaching. The problem of how to fairly evaluate
teaching in a time and cost efficient manner acceptable within
university bureaucracy has yet to be broached effectively. Plus
it is incumbent upon the university to make sure that its
faculty’s credentials are appropriate for the on-going investi
gation of world knowledge, as well as insuring that faculty
continued on page 4
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contributions to their disciplines continue and grow as they
mature within the university system.
One way in which a change of thinking can begin to address
this problem is to consider professors’ duties towards
research, writing, and other creative activities as part of their
ethical responsibility towards their students. Peter J. Markie,
author of A Professor’s Duties, argues that professors must
be able to actively engage in a personal discourse of their
discipline’s material in order to decide what areas of their
discipUne are important for undergraduate students to learn.
To be ethically sound, this discourse must be based on the
foundation of broad and current knowledge of their
discipline, complete with opposing ideas within the discipline.
As they continue teaching, this knowledge must be kept upto-date, or they are in danger of faihng their ethical obligation
towards educating their students for life beyond college
(15-24).
If this argument is to be considered, it offers another
question: how do students learn most effectively?
If it is the university’s ethical responsibihty to “make
good” on its implicit moral agreement to “educate” its
students, how is that education to proceed? If we acknowl
edge that professors (as the ethical agents that fulfill this
agreement) have the power to the change the institution
by changing their classrooms, how are they to teach towards
real understanding?
Guessing that many of us have the sneaking suspicion that
few students leave our classrooms with lasting knowledge of
our subjects, it seems that a change away from the traditional
methods of teaching is in order. In many cases, students that
choose to major or minor in specific disciplines might have an
understanding of the subject material that would withstand
testing, say two years down the hne, but the majority of non
majors would not. We have only to look back on the lasting
lessons of our own undergraduate education to prove this so.
Guessing also that most teachers would like to think of
themselves as ethical, we feel, at the very least, some chagrin
that although our students may be able to test out of our
classes with passing grades, they will not remember the lasting
lessons of our chosen discipline.
One answer could be perceived as part of our responsibility
toward servicing our departments and university institutions.
Through that service, we can acknowledge that our students
are not learning, and we might consider that we are not rising
to our obhgations to the students and the mission of the
university. As the people who have the most discourse with
students, professors can choose to make it our duty to try to
change the instimtions we work within, so we are more able
to teach in a manner that creates lasting learning for our
students. If students are not able to retain what they are
learning in our classrooms, or if they are not able to apply
classroom concepts to areas that are not taught in the
classroom, we need to consider that we may not be fulfilling

our obligation within the tacit agreement made by the
university to educate its students. As overwhelming as it may
seem to teachers already beleaguered by the many institutional
roles we are asked to play, we must consider that part of our
“institutional service” is a responsibility to work for change
within our departments and schools towards a more suitable
educational environment. This does not rule out students’
responsibilities towards their own learning, but due to the
present focus on traditional educational methodology, many
students will be unprepared to shoulder that responsibility.
Because we are the educational professionals, it ultimately
becomes our responsibility to change teaching methods in
order to create an environment to enhance students’ learning.
Although the university is responsible to support us in these
changes, is unlikely to rise to changes that are not asked for by
its faculty.
One model which professors could consider for creating a
classroom ofUfe-long learning is the apprenticeship/
experiential/practicum model. It is a centuries-old model that
was displaced in the United States in the nineteenth century by
the needs of an industrialized culture. As the nation moved
from subsistence farming towards industriahzation, the socio
economic changes occurring necessitated an educational
movement that encouraged the growth of schools to educate
children who were no longer getting a “working education”
on the farm. This, coupled with educational philosophies
based on Enlightenment concepts, created a need for educa
tional values that highlighted the importance of the intellect
over “hands-on” experience.
If it is true that very little learning of a lasting nature occurs
within the traditional classroom model, one might ask how
this came to be—most of us currently teaching were pupils
within the traditional model, and we have managed to create
successful careers within the academic system. Because teachers
tend to teach toward the learning style they themselves are
most suited to, generations of teachers have been training
students (and future teachers) in the methods and social
structures of the traditional system. The problems many of
us are currently facing in our classrooms can be traced to the
vast changes that have occurred in the United States since the
nineteenth century pedagogical model was adopted in our
educational system. In short, with current methods of
schooling, teachers are asking modern students to adhere to
norms and procedures that the students have not been
enculterated to respect or to understand.
If professors are scratching their heads because “students
don’t seem to want to learn like they used to,” or “students
expect to negotiate all aspects of their learning with the
professor,” they are correct in their assessments, even if
they can’t figure out what the problem is. These are two
of the results that occur when students raised in the
twentieth century are forced to abide by nineteenth century
educational strategies.

The “sage on the stage” is a paternalistic model, based on the
assumption that the person-in-authority has the information
needed by the student, and knows best how to impart the
information to the student. This model closely resembles the
patriarchal family structure of the nineteenth century, but has
little resemblance to modern American family structure. Due
to the schools’ dependency on the paternalistic classroom
model, and because children are learning most of their
information through vicarious experience, rather than learning
adult roles through direct experience, the university is facing
generations of students who have not learned how to invest
in their own learning, do not know how to work coopera
tively, and in some cases, do not possess the social skills to
adapt to productive adult life.
As American education confronts the twenty-first century, it is
faced with a monumental task: that of teaching not only a
vast amount of information, but the responsibility of
teaching life-skills that were formally taught within the family
system. The traditional model of education is simply Hiequipped to do this.
If educators are concerned with these issues, we must begin
to compose our classes to address them. If our students are
entering our classrooms with a learning model that is not
serving them, it is our responsibility to give them access and
training in a new model that will prepare them to be educated,
productive adults and active citizens. For this model to have
any hope of succeeding, it must be torn from its patriarchal
foundation. Can we envision a model based on democratic
ideals, rather than paternalism? Can we envision a model that
embraces diversity of information, opinion, and personali
ties? Can we envision a model that places the responsibility
for learning on the students themselves, rather than setting
up the professor as authority? Can we create a classroom that
is a community of co-learners, working together towards their
individual goals within a common structure?
Perhaps educational theorist Howard Gardner’s book. The
Unschooled Mind, introduces an answer. Gardner calls for
the return of experiential education. Citing the principles of
child development theory pioneered by Jean Piaget and the

linguistic theories of Noam Chomsky, Gardner contends that
there are two varieties of “real” understanding. The first (and
developmentaUy, the earliest) kind of understanding,
“sensorimotor,” describes the way a child learns about the
world through its sense organs and its actions upon the
world. The second, “symbolic” knowledge, is the storage of
knowledge based on a learned system of symbols (such as
language and numbers), which are often defined by cultural
influences (54-56). Gardner contends that because all human
learning during approximately the first seven years of life
is based on sensorimotor and symbolic patterns, when
children are placed in “traditional” classrooms and are asked to
learn through more abstract concepts, they will not only not
learn, but will revert to concepts “known” to them about the
world through their earlier sensorimotor and symbolic
learning (156).

The Center for Professional Ethics

Educational theorists have labeled the traditional American
teaching ideal as the “sage on the stage” model. According to
this model, the teacher acts as the proprietor of knowledge,
doling out wisdom to the students, who act as sponges
soaking up information. This pedagogical system of lecmring
and note-taking is a system suited for relatively little informa
tion given from a limited amount of sources. Today’s
education has no resemblance to this; students are bom
barded by information outside of the classroom via televi
sion, pop culmre, and the Internet. What we now consider an
American “education” is a vast amount of information with
little resemblance to what was taught in centuries past.

Another proponent of the experiential/apprenticeship model
is Donald A. Schon, author of Educating the Reflective
Practitioner. In his book, Schon echoes Gardner’s points,
making a case for the apprenticeship model as being a method
for teaching “real” understanding of a subject and labeling the
experiential learning environment as “reflection-in-action.”
Schon proposes experiential learning in the form of a
“practicum,” a kind of apprenticeship-within-the-academy:
A practicum is a setting designed for the
task of learning a practice. In a context that
approximates a practice world, students
learn by doing, although their doing
usually falls short of real world work....
The practicum is a virtual world, relatively
free of the pressures, distractions, and risks
of the real one, to which, nonetheless, it
refers. It stands in an intermediate space
between the practice world, the “lay” world
of ordinary life, and the esoteric world of
the academy (37).
Schon’s practicum is organized to teach fundamental tasks
toward the integration of intellectual forms of knowing with
hands-on “reflection-in-action.” In his practicum, smdents
learn the standards by which to recognize competent practice
of the discipline studied, as well as the fundamental implica
tions of the discipline: to what purpose it exists, why it
should be learned, how it can be learned, and how its features
are represented by the practicum. Students learn the “tools”
of the practicum itself, and how to integrate their own
learning goals within the guidelines of the practicum.
Learning within the practicum occurs by practicing the
discipline, interaction with “coaches” (professionals of the
discipline who guide the students through the skills necessary
to practice the discipline), and in the community of their
student cohort group as a cooperative of learners and co
teachers (37-38).
continued on page 6
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Schon’s practicum proposes to give birth to creative profes
sionals who learn in an experiential environment that
promotes Gardner’s ideal for “real understanding” though
the integration of sensorimotor, symbolic, notational,
concepmal, and epistemic learning.
If our smdents are indeed contracting with the university to
be educated, and we as professors are contracted by the
university to provide that education within our disciplines,
and if our students are not learning in our classrooms because
they are being taught with theories created by nineteenth
century educational and child rearing practices, then it is our
ethical responsibility as educators to change our classroom
procedures to better accommodate the learning of our
smdents. Knowing we cannot change smdents’ twentieth
cenmry upbringing and how it effects the skills they bring to
their education, it is then both our responsibility and the
instimtion’s obligation to investigate better ways in which to
perform our teaching duties.

Beth McGee has a wide variety of interests pertaining to the
human voice; at Case Western Reserve University she serves as an
Associate Professor of voice and acting in the Department of
Theater Arts. Outside of the university she is a voice and dialect
coach for academic and professional theaters, and consults
professionally in areas of voice empowerment skills. Professor
McGee's interdisciplinary interests have led her to apply the
knowledge from her profession as a voice coach to other studies,
including ethics, communication skills, teaching skills, and
feminist issues. She is a CWRU Ethics Fellow, was honored as a
Visiting Professor at Indiana University Poynter Center to
research ethics and teaching, is a founding faculty member of the
CWRU College Scholars Program, and a past president of the
CWRU Women's Faculty Association. In 1992-93 she received a
Lilly Foundation Teaching Fellowship, enabling her to conduct
classes that researched, wrote, and performed an interactive play
about gender roles called “The Gender Game. ’’ Professor McGee
has a B.S. in Theater Education from Appalachian State
University and an M.F.A. in Acting from the University of
Georgia. She is also a professional actress and a member of
Actors’ Equity, the National Actors' Union.

One model of life-long learning is the experiential/
practicum/ apprenticeship model. Although based on
cenmries-old ideas, this model is well-suited to teach the
complex disciplinary, social, civic, and investigative skUls
necessary for responsible adult life in the twenty-first century.
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When Push Come to Shove

“However,” Professor Berg explained, “there are a vari
ately the media, including 60 Minutes and ABC
News, has been inundating the public with hor ety of other circumstances where mandatory treatment
ror stories of mentally ill people who refuse to of people with infectious diseases likp TB or HIV, alco
hol or drug abusers, prisoners and in some cases, preg
take their medication. The main thrust of these stories
usually combine the danger these people pose to “our nant women, is put into place. The overriding justifica
society,” and the ways that we can force them to legally tion for compulsory treatment is not solely for the
take their medication. The medication is always looked individual’s health, although this may play a part.” She
at as the best thing for the patient. And the refusal to went on to explain that compulsory treatment is more
“the fact that others could be endangered” rather than a
take it is not only bad for them, but for society at large.
concern for an individual’s health.
But what are the ethical implications of “forced or com
pulsory treatment?” Shouldn’t all people, regardless of “We should be leery of such cases where the state exer
how society views them, have the right to make deci cises such power,” she warned. “The government has
certain powers to protect and promote the public’s health
sions about their bodies?
and safety, but this rationale should not be used except
On May 11, 2000, Jessica Berg, Assistant Professor of in very unusual circumstances. We have structured our
Law and Biomedical Ethics, shared some compelling society on the fact that we as individuals, are free to make
information and took the road seldom travelled when choices about our bodies.”
she gave her talk “When Push Comes to Shove: Forced
Using this same model of “protecting the public’s health,”
Treatment in a Community Setting.”
Professor Berg wondered, “why not authorize the po
“Our society is based on the ethical notion that people lice to pick up anyone who misses their chemotherapy,
flu shot, AZT, or high blood pressure pUls? People who
have a right to decide what happens to their bodies,”she
began. “If someone is to force-treat a patient, we must neglect these treatments are often endangering their health
first establish that the patient lacks the capacity to make a and welfare.”
medical decision. In such cases the patient’s objections
are not thought to be true of their best interest. As a However, we all know that our actions as individuals
result, she said, a surrogate decision-maker will make the may have an effect on other people, be it good or bad.
decision based on what the patient would have wanted “This may be a good reason to include other people, say
close family, in the decision making,” offered Berg, “but
if the patient had been competent.”
it is not sufficient to override the individual when it comes
However, not every person has a the luxury of having to the decision.”
someone serve as their “decision-maker.” Many of these
people find themselves receiving treatment which has And besides, how will this compulsory treatment be
been ordered by a court or authorized by statute. Most implemented? “Does the treatment actually work? Is it
of us recognize this type of forced treatment in regard possible to mandate treatment? Would you tie someone
to psychiatric patients who may be subject to involun down and force them to take the medication, or directly
tary treatment during in patient hospitalization.
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Does the forced treatment actually work? Is it possible to
mandate treatment? Would you tie someone down and force
them to take the medication, or directly observe them taking
the pill?
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observe them taking the pill?” she wondered
The crux of her talk came when she pointed out that
many of the people who have been singled out as can
didates for compulsory treatment are those who are
“borderless.” “Patients who are vulnerable and dis
tanced politically in our society — mainly patients with
mental illness, and prisoners — fit this description. The
highest rate of TB is found among poor populations
and ethnic minorities. Mandatory alcohol and drug abuse
treatments, including policies directed at pregnant
women, are almost always appUed to indigent persons
and people of color,” she said. “It would seem that
providing better health in the first place or even offering
voluntary services would be better for everyone.”
Many outreach services around the country have at
tempted to aid in helping those who may not be able to
get to a healthcare practitioner. But remember, she told
us, “the objective of outreach services is to reach out
towards, or into the living space of, individuals to make
sure the services are properly rendered and monitor
patients well-being.” What if someone who has “no
borders” wishes to decline services?
She explained that, in theory, a 4th amendment analysis
should apply to everyone; in reality this is quite different.
(The 4th Amendment protects people from unreason
able searches and sei2ures.) “Some people lack a door
and have no way of barring against an intrusion. The
result is greater protection for people who have homes
than those who are homeless,” she said. “From an ethi
cal standpoint individual rights should apply to every
one, whether they are living in a house or on the street.”
Understandably though, from a health professionals
standpoint, it may become ridiculous “to try to figure
out privacy and how it relates to a house, a cardboard
box, or even a park bench. But still, the less borders
someone has, the more vulnerable the individual is.”

So what is the solution? It is obviously a difficult prob
lem to solve. Profesor Berg offered this: “Perhaps of
fering outpatient treatment (of aU types) where the pa
tient knows the parameters of their care.” This goes
back the first part of her speech which declared that,
“society is based on the ethical notion that people have a
right to decide what happens to their bodies” — how
ever, they need to know all of the information before
they can make informed decisions.

Jessica Bergjoined the CWKU Law Schoolfaculty in 1999 after
serving as the Director of Academic Affairs of the Institute for
Ethics, and Secretary of the Council on Ethical andJudicialAf
fairsfor the American MedicalAssociation.

Director’s Corner

by Robert R Lawry

t has already become a cliche: “I survived Survivor^ actually warming to the task when offered the opportu
The day after, on my morning walk, a neighbor said: nity to do so. What I worry about most is what this
“We oughta have tee-shirts attesting to the fact that reaction says about me.
we did, in fact, survive.” Her face was strangely serious.
As I write this, the last episode of the most watched TV I like thinking that I know, at least generally, what’s going
show of the current epoch is two days old. As an “eth on in the world around me. That means I dutifully keep
ics pundit,” I have received the usual phone calls from abreast of what the candidates for president are up to,
the press, and asked by friends and strangers alike for and ponder what it means when the newly elected Presi
my instant analysis of the “ethical meaning” of this latest dent of Mexico comes to Washington with a proposal
to have open borders between the United States and
pop-culture event. It was the O.J. trial all over again.
And, like the O.J. trial, all I could meekly plead is: “I Mexico. That means, too, I watched the last episode of
didn’t see it.” Of course that doesn’t mean that I know Dal/as when it was revealed who shot J.R., even though I
nothing about it. Like the O.J. trial, the media beats us had never previously watched an episode of Dallas from
over the head with much information and much make- beginning to end — and didn’t afterward either.

I

believe about such (what shall I caU it?) stuff. What do I
know? Apparently, there was a contest, the object of
which was to stay on the island as long as possible.
People got voted off regularly, and the lone survivor
received one million dollars as the prize for, well, sur
viving. Apparently, if you won on the contests designed
to test something about your survivorship capacities, you
got immunity for that voting round. Alliances were made;
lies were told; vulnerabilities were exposed. The winner
was called the “snake;” and the person who came in
second was the “rat;” or at least these were the labels
pinned on the final two by a women bumped earlier in
the contest, who told the “rat” that if she were lying on
the ground djting, the woman would not do a thing to
help the rat. This display of vehemence and hate was so
popularly reported the next day, I wasn’t sure who won
or lost for a while.
If my characterization of Survivor seems too Hmp or
siUy, it is probably because, when faced with the task of
instant analysis about the latest pop-culture fad, I feel
too limp to be coherent or that the whole thing is too
sUly to waste time on. Trouble is: I inevitably find myself
having to pop-off with views about these things, and
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Surviving Survivor

Am I worried about what I see? Yes, usually; but then
I say I am somehow a part of it aU, and often shrug.
There are bigger fish to fry in the day-to-day world I
inhabit, so I try hard not to worry out loud about every
newish silliness that comes around. To truly analyze prob
lems in our culture which produce things like Survivor'vs,
hard; and would inevitably result in some special atten
tion being paid to education. What I would really like to
know is why more citizens are not reading Dickens or
Jane Austen. It is more fun than Survivor, I think; and
surely more beneficial.
But, OK, OK, what about the ethics commentary. Bob?
What do you have to say about Survivor^ Well, firstly, I
would ask whether this was “reality” or just a “game,”
as the winner apparently characterized it. The sponsors
clearly wanted it to be understood both ways. If it was
just a game, then there are rules and expectations. In
baseball, it is all right to “steal” a base and throw a “de
ceptive” looking pitch at a batter hoping he will think it
is something else and swing at it. It is not, however,
appropriate to deliberately “spike” the infielder who is
covering the base you are attempting to steal; and it is
continued on page 10

If my characterization of Survivor seems too limp or silly, it is prob
ably because, when faced with the task of instant analysis about the
latest pop-culture fad, I feel too limp to be coherent or that the whole
thing is too silly to waste time on. Trouble is: I inevitably find myself
having to pop off with views about these things, and actually warm
ing to the task when offered the opportunity to do so.
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not appropriate to try to hit an opposing player in the
head with a thrown ball. When I say that it is not appro
priate, I mean that it is not “the way” the game is to be
played. Sometimes — not always — there are rules
about such things, you could be fined or suspended for
these wayward activities. Of course, I also mean that
there are morally good ways to play a game with rules
that allow you to steal a base or deceive a batter. There
are, surely, ways even to play a game like Survivor,
though what is striking about it, is how few rules there
seemingly were, and how much the nature of the enter
prise seemed designed to bring out the morally worse in
the players. The bottom line is: there are morally cor
rupting games, too. Survivor seems to me to be one.
What is wrong with the way it was played is that it should
never be played at aU. There are many reasons why it
shouldn’t be played. One is that all people need diver
sion, but not this: read Dickens; read Jane Austen; play
the flute. Another is :
hasn’t done anything posi
tive to teach anyone to be a better person or, despite
what seems to be the sinister underlying premise, it hasn’t
taught true survivor skills to live and thrive in the real
world either. That may be the subject of another col
umn. I wish it was the premise for a different TV show.

Robert P. Lawry is the Director of the Cen
terfor Professional Ethics and a Professor of
Law at Case Western Reserve University
School of Eaw. His column, Director’s Cor
ner, appears in each issue.

Summer2000

Weeklong Executive Education Course
The November 6 - 10, 2000 course, Managing
Ethics in Organizations, is taught on the Bentley
CoUege campus, and teams practicing ethics of
ficers with industry experts and academics. The
course offers a unique approach to the myriad is
sues facing ethics, compliance and business con
duct managers. The course is sponsored by the
Center for Business Ethics (CBE) and the Ethics
Officer Association.

Ethics Fellows and Associates
Visting Ethics Fellow, Professor Edward Lawry
will lead a brown bag lunch discussion of the
important work of Friedrich Nietzsche, Beyond
Good and Evil, each Tuesday afternoon begining
Tuesday, September 12. The discussion takes
place from noon to 12:50 p.m. each Tuesday until
November 28, 2000. The discussion will take
place at the CWRU School of Law, Room A67.
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News, Notes, and Future Events

For more information call 216-368-3303 or email at
For more information on the weeklong executive educa

egl5@po. cwru. edu.

tion course contact Patricia Aucoin at CBE by phone at
781-891-2981 or bj fax 781-891-2988.
email at paucoin@bentlej.edu.

You can

The website is

Research Conference on Research Integrity

www.bentley.edul cbe

Papers on Ethics in Education
The 2001 ASEE National Conference will be held
in Albuquerque, NM (June 24-27, 2001). They
are seeking proposals for the following session
called: "Ethics in Education."
This session will cover the ethical issues in class
room management as well as teaching ethics in
the engineering technology curriculum. Possible
topics include: ethics and copyright, the Internet,
technology and ethical decision making, social
responsibility and technology, technological ano
nymity and ethics, risk management and ethics.
Other similar topics wiU also be considered.
Ifyou are interested in submitting a proposalplease con
tact one of the following moderators:
JoDell Steuver: jsteuver@purdue. edu
Beverly Davis: bjdavis@purdue.edu
Michelle Summers: mlsummers@tech.purdue.edu

Join your colleagues for the first Research Confer
ence on Research Integrity on November 18-20,
2000 in Bethesda, Maryland, where participants will
have an wonderful opportunity to present and ex
change scholarly information on research integrity,
the responsible conduct of research, and scientific
misconduct. The conference is sponsored by the
Office of Research Integrity and co-sponsored by
the American Association for the Advancement of
Science, the Association of American Medical Col
leges, the National Science Foundation, and the Na
tional Institutes of Health.
The goal of the conference is to provide a forum
for scholarly debate and to encourage empirical re
search on the sociological, psychological, educa
tional, institutional, organizational, and cultural fac
tors that positively or negatively influence integ
rity in research. Over 70 researchers from a wide
variety of disciplines will present research pertain
ing to various aspects of research integrity. Ple
nary, concurrent, and poster sessions are planned
to encourage interaction among all attendees.
For more information see the ORI Web site at
http://ori.dhhs.gov for further details or email
cspeller@scgcorp. com
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